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Panda Habitat. Dujiang Dam

I. Brief Schedule

II. Schedule arrangement

08：30 Assemble and set off

09：30 Arrive at the Panda Habitat

09：30-11：00 Visit the Panda Habitat(around 1 and a half hours)

12：00 Arrive at the restaurant and have the lunch

13：30 Arrive at the Dujiang Dam

13：30-16：00 Visit the Dujiang Dam(around 2 and a half hours)

17：30 Arrive in Chengdu

18：00 Supper

19：30 Arrive at the hotel

III. Introduction of the scenic spots

Panda Habitat

Chengdu research base of giant panda breeding is a world class giant panda breeding

research institution and built for saving the endangered wild panda. The base equipped
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with the scientific research building, opening research lab, veterinary hospital, panda

villa, living space for panda, swan lake, panda museum, and the service department.

The whole base mixed the natural scene and the artificial landscape together which has

formed a ecological environment which is fit for giant panda and many other valuable and

rare animals to breed.

Dujiang Dam

Dujiang Dam located in the Guankou town, Dujiangyan City, Chengdu, Sichuan, it is a

large hydraulic engineering built in ancient times and still used in nowadays ,and known

as the “originator of the world hydraulic engineering”and a country wide famous

tourist attraction. It is commonly agreed that the Dujiang Dam is constructed under the

command of the governor,Li Bing of the Shu county in Qin Kingdom, and his son in around

256 B.C. So far, the Dujiang Dam is the only, longest lasting, and no dam diversion

hydraulic engineering in the world, and it is also the World Cultural Heritage. Dujiang

Dam is located upon the Minjiang river which is in the west Chengdu plain,and at the

west of the Dujiangyan city. The main landscape in the Dujiang Dam scenic spot is Fulong

Guan, Erwang Temple, Anlan cable bridge, Yulei Guan, Lidui park, Yuleishan park, Dujiang

Dam Hydraulic engineering.

IV.Notes

1.1.Keep quiet when visiting panda habitat, please do not feed the pandas.

2.2.The panda habitat completely imitate the wild environment for pandas, so the

numbers of pandas you could see while visiting depends on the weather and the pandas,

panda is a kind of animal which prefers the cold weather than the hot weather, therefore,

you get more chances to see pandas outside in winter days.

3.Dujiang Dam belongs to the cultural scenic spots, please follow the guide

instruction and listen to the exposition.

4.Dujiang Dam is located in the rural areas of Chengdu City, usually the temperature

is 1-2 degrees lower than the urban area. Please put on the proper clothes
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V.Fees

total

number
60pax

date December 14th

details

fees

Fees in total：16480rmb, 275rmb per pax

（Fees are calculated by the number of 60, if the number of tourist

changes, the fees need to recalculate. ）

Transport fees：

35 seats bus*2

2000rmb/bus*2=4000rmb

Ticket fees：

（ Panda Habitat 58+Dujiang Dam 90+Dujiang Dam battery car 15=163rmb

per)*60=9780rmb

Notes:Dujiang Dam battery car could is not compulsive, it takes 40

minutes walk for a round trip.

Meal fees（regular group standard is 300rmb per table for 10 pax,the

standard could be changed）

Chengdu lunch 300rmb per table*6tables=1800rmb，buffet supper could be

order by yourself

Guide service fees：

1 English guide 500rmb

1 Chinese guide 400rmb

Insurance fees：

Travel agency liability insurance+ Travel accident insurance

Other fees：

one bottle of water per pax


